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Let Knowledge Spring 
Forth at NoCOUG

Y
ou don’t have to travel to distant lands to hear the best Oracle speakers 
divulge their Oracle secrets—you can do that right here in the Bay Area. 
At the spring conference on May 21 at CarrAmerica Conference Center 
in Pleasanton, you can hear two members of the famous OakTable net

work: Cary Millsap and Gaja Krishna Vaidyanatha. Both are performance tuning 
experts; Cary is the inventor of Method R and Gaja coined the term “Compulsive 
Tuning Disorder.”

In tough economic times such as these, it’s more important than ever to keep 
your knowledge and skills current and relevant. And where better to widen your 
horizons than at NoCOUG? Every year NoCOUG brings you four great educational 
conferences and four great issues of the NoCOUG Journal. Where in the world can 
you find such an outstanding educational value for only $90 per year? 

I hope you agree with me and that you will join me at the spring conference on 
May 21. s

—Iggy Fernandez, NoCOUG Journal Editor
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T
he economic recession creates greater opportuni
ties for Oracle professionals as companies strive to 
improve their operational processes and raise their 
efficiencies by combining newer technology with 

greater staff expertise. Stephen Elliot, IT senior analyst with 
IDC, showed that on average 80% of IT system outages are 
caused by operator and application errors. With the tolerance 
of such errors diminishing, there is a growing demand for 
those who can implement the most recent Oracle technolo
gies to reduce operational cost and improve business appli
cation availability, contributing directly to an organization’s 
revenue.

At times like these, NoCOUG pledges to its members 
that we will continue to provide the best value for career 
development in Northern California. We are an independent 
volunteer organization dedicated to the education and repre
sentation of the users of Oracle Corporation’s database and 
tools. NoCOUG has been around for over 15 years. 

If you are not yet a NoCOUG member, I encourage you to 
join online today at www.nocoug.org. I also encourage ev
eryone to spread the word: Tell your officemates, colleagues, 

and friends about NoCOUG. You can do a great favor for 
other Oracle professionals by introducing them to our users 
group. Enlarging the NoCOUG membership network bene
fits all of us. 

I hope to see you at NoCOUG’s spring conference at 
CarrAmerica Conference Center in Pleasanton on May 21. 
Let’s thank Randy Samberg, NoCOUG’s director of confer
ence programming, for giving us the opportunity to have 
two members of the Oak Table attend our conference: Cary 
Millsap of Method R, and Gaja Krishna Vaidyanatha of 
DBPerfMan. Cary will deliver the opening keynote address. 
Gaja’s claim is that “the SAN is guilty . . . until proven other
wise.” We’ll have a dozen technical sessions for you to choose 
from, book raffles, networking opportunities, and more. You 
will find a lot of technical details, along with best practices 
and hard to come by facts from the trenches. 

Albert Einstein said, “In the middle of every difficulty lies 
opportunity.” Let NoCOUG help you turn the current eco
nomic difficulties into opportunities. We are looking forward 
to seeing you at the spring conference at CarrAmerica Con
ference Center in Pleasanton on May 21. s

P R E S I D E N T ’ S
M E S S A G E

In the Middle of Every 
Difficulty Lies Opportunity

by Hanan Hit Hanan Hit

Keynote speaker Tom Kyte (center) and NoCOUG members hamming it up for the camera at the winter conference. Were 
you there? NoCOUG director of conference programming Randy Samberg is as pleased as punch.
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INTERVIEW

Fresh Perspectives
from Karen Morton

For over 20 years, Karen has worked in information technol-
ogy, starting out as a mainframe programmer and then growing 
and changing with the times to do development, DBA, and data 
architect work. She has been using Oracle since the early 1990s 
and began teaching others how to use Oracle over a decade ago. 
She has authored several Oracle training course books, includ-
ing leading the development of the Hotsos and Method R SQL 
Optimization curriculum. Karen is an Oracle Ace and a mem-
ber of the Oak Table Network. She blogs at karenmorton.
blogspot.com.

Why Oracle? Enterprise Edition with Par
titioning now costs $59,000 per CPU. The 
annual support fee is 22% of the purchase 
price. MySQL has partitioning and the price 
is right: it’s free.

Oracle has led the industry for the past two decades and I 
don’t see that changing. My world revolves around Oracle, 
so I can’t really speak to the differences with MySQL as far as 
functionality, reliability, scalability, and performance. Yes, 
Oracle is expensive. Is it worth the cost to your business? 
Only your business can decide that. I hear the old adage “you 
get what you pay for” floating through my mind as I write 
this. Honestly, I think that the cost of something (i.e., higher 
cost equates to better) as a measure of its ability to satisfy your 
business needs is less true today than it has ever been. Open 
source products have made big gains in the market and they 
do that for a reason: they meet the demands of the businesses 
that implement them, and they have an attractive TCO (total 
cost of ownership).

While I think Oracle is the winner for the large enterprise 
environment, I think it is only prudent that each business eval
uate their needs and their cost limitations and choose what best 
fits for them. I also think that if open source vendors continue 
to improve, Oracle may one day have to seriously consider pric
ing model changes in order to maintain their market share. As 
the gap between free or very lowcost open source databases 
and Oracle closes, cost may win more often than not.

A company I know has been using Oracle 9i 
for a long time. Is it time for them to up
grade to Oracle Database 11g? What are the 
risks? What are the rewards? Their data
base is very stable and performance is rock 
solid. They don’t have a support contract 

anymore, don’t seem to need one, and can’t afford to pay 
for one. The application was written inhouse.

Well, I think you answered the question for me by saying 
they don’t have a support contract, don’t seem to need one 
and can’t afford one even if they did. In this case, it sounds 
like a case of “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.” They have stable 
performance using what they’ve got and no apparent need for 
any features 11g might provide. Until they can justify a need, 
then they’re doing the best they can for their business by stay
ing with 9i. The risks of upgrading, particularly the possibil
ity of execution plan instability that might cause performance 
issues, isn’t worth it when they are happy and rock solid where 
they are.

We spend a lot of time tuning databases. 
Why does it have to be that way? Is Oracle 
difficult to tune? Are we building the data
bases or applications wrong?

The whole idea that tuning is difficult is 
a very pervasive belief. Many people think it is more magic 
than science and believe if you don’t know how to tweak 
some 200plus instance parameters in just the right way, 
you’re doomed to failure (which translates to having to hire 
an expensive consultant to tune things for you). In a 2003 
Oracle white paper entitled “The SelfManaging Database: 
Automatic Performance Diagnosis,” authors Graham Wood 
and Kyle Hailey state that one of the main reasons the many 
advisors were developed starting in 10g was to prove that tun
ing was in large part about following a logical, methodical 
approach. And since computers were pretty good at doing just 
that, the goal of the advisors was to simplify the process of 
diagnosing problems and make it seem less difficult.

So, we’ve now got access to a set of advisors that can help 
diagnose problems quicker and easier than ever before. How
ever, I think that when problems do occur, the best defense is 
a good offense. In other words, we (the DBAs and developers 
who manage the database and write applications) must have 
the knowledge and skills to know how to quickly and effi
ciently diagnose problems when they occur. Gaining the 
knowledge and skills will also help ensure that we don’t make 
many of the big performance mistakes to start with. I really 
believe that knowledge is power and that tuning doesn’t have 
to be as hard as it is often made out to be.

Karen Morton

(continued on page 7)



FirSt iNterNatioNal

NoCOUG SQL
Challenge

Be it KNoWN BY tHeSe PreSeNtS that the great Wizard of Odds at Hogwash School of EsCueEl needs your help in 

solving the riddle of the ancient jade icosahedron found in the secret chamber of mystery. A great tournament has been orga

nized, and all practitioners of the ancient arts of EsCueEl have been invited to demonstrate their prowess.

Unsolvable Riddle
An ancient 20sided die (icosahedron) has been discovered in the secret chamber of mystery at Hogwash School of EsCueEl. 

A mysterious symbol is inscribed on each face of the die. The great Wizard of Odds has discovered that each symbol represents 

a number. The great wizard has also discovered that the die is biased: that is, it is more probable that certain numbers will be 

displayed than others if the die were used in a game of chance. The great wizard has recorded this information in tabular fashion 

as described below.

	 Name	 Null?	 Type
	 -----------	 --------	 ----
	 FACE_ID	 NOT	NULL	 INT
	 FACE_VALUE	 NOT	NULL	 INT
	 PROBABILITY	 NOT	NULL	 REAL

The great wizard now implores you to create an EsCueEl spell that displays the probabilities of obtaining various sums when 

the die is thrown N times in succession in a game of chance.∗

Big Prizes
The August Order of the Wooden Pretzel will be conferred on the winner, in keeping with the celebrated pronouncement of an

other great wizard that “some people can perform seeming miracles with straight Es-Cue-El, but the statements end up looking like 

pretzels created by somebody who is experimenting with hallucinogens.” As if that singular honor were not enough, a marvelous 

collection of oracular tomes will be bestowed upon the champion. May the best wizard win!

rUleS: The winner will receive his or her choice of six books from the Apress book catalog. Due to shipping costs and limita

tions for certain parts of the world, electronic copies may be substituted. Prizes may be awarded to runnersup at the discretion 

of the organizers. Submissions should be emailed to SQLchallenge@nocoug.org. Contestants may use any database technology 

at their disposal, but the submitted solutions should be compatible with at least one of the following database technologies: 

Oracle 11g for Windows, SQL Server 2008, DB2 9.5 for Windows, and MySQL 5.1 for Windows. The competition will be judged 

by Dan Tow, author of SQL Tuning, published by O’Reilly Media, and Iggy Fernandez, author of Beginning Oracle Database 11g 

Administration, published by Apress. Judging criteria include correctness, originality, efficiency, portability, and readability. The 

judges’ decisions are final. The competition will close at a time determined by the organizers. The judges and organizers reserve 

the right to publish and comment on any of the submissions with due credit to the originators. More information about the 

problem and additional rules can be found at www.nocoug.org.

∗ N is a “substitution variable” or “bind variable.” 

See reverse for hints and scoring methodology.



Hints
Here are SQL commands that can be used to create the 

table and populate it with sample data. In the interest of 
space, we consider a cube instead of an icosahedron. No
tice that the die is biased and that the faces are not num
bered conventionally.

CREATE	TABLE	die(
				face_id	INT	NOT	NULL,
				face_value	INT	NOT	NULL,
				probability	REAL	NOT	NULL,
				CONSTRAINT	pk_die	PRIMARY	KEY	(face_id));
INSERT	INTO	die	VALUES	(1,	1,	1/6	+	1/12);
INSERT	INTO	die	VALUES	(2,	3,	1/6	+	1/12);
INSERT	INTO	die	VALUES	(3,	4,	1/6	+	1/12);
INSERT	INTO	die	VALUES	(4,	5,	1/6	-	1/12);
INSERT	INTO	die	VALUES	(5,	6,	1/6	-	1/12);
INSERT	INTO	die	VALUES	(6,	8,	1/6	-	1/12);

Consider the problem of computing the probabilities 
of obtaining various sums in N throws of the die. Here is 
the solution for N = 2; it requires a twoway Cartesian join. 
The solution for N = 3 would require a threeway Cartesian 
join, and so on.

SELECT		 SUM,
	 	 	 	 SUM	(probability)	AS	probability
				FROM	(SELECT	d1.face_value	+	d2.face_value	AS	SUM,
																d1.probability	*	d2.probability	AS	probability
												FROM	die	d1	CROSS	JOIN	die	d2)	temp
GROUP	BY	SUM
ORDER	BY	SUM;
							SUM			PROBABILITY
----------	-------------
									2		0.0625000000
									4		0.1250000000
									5		0.1250000000
									6		0.1041666667
									7		0.1666666667
									8		0.1041666667
									9		0.1250000000
								10		0.0486111111
								11		0.0555555555
								12		0.0486111111
								13		0.0138888889
								14		0.0138888889
								16		0.0069444444

If the die is unbiased and numbered conventionally—
beginning with 1—the following results are obtained. 
Explicit formulas can be found in such cases; refer to 
mathworld.wolfram.com/Dice.html.

							SUM			PROBABILITY
----------	-------------
									2		0.0277777778
									3		0.0555555556
									4		0.0833333334
									5		0.1111111112
									6		0.1388888889
									7		0.1666666667
									8		0.1388888889
									9		0.1111111112
								10		0.0833333334
								11		0.0555555556
								12		0.0277777778

As the above analysis shows, it is not hard to solve the 
problem for particular values of N. The challenge is to 
compute the probabilities without hardcoding the value of 
N. s

Scoring
Solutions that use procedural loops to multiply proba

bilities are not eligible. Points will be awarded in the fol
lowing categories:

Avoidance of non-SQL extensions: Avoidance of non
SQL extensions such as Oracle SQL*Plus. For example, an 
Oracle SQL*Plus script that first generates an SQL state
ment and then executes it would lose points in this cate
gory.

Inclusion of commentary: Inclusion of commentary 
or other documentation that clearly explains the logic of 
the solution—especially explaining any use of uncommon 
features or features that are specific to only your version 
of SQL, or that are features of the SQL standard that are 
not implemented in all common vendor implementa
tions. Links to online documentation of unusual features 
used are a help here. It is our wish that a broad range of 
readers at differing levels of ability, and specializing in dif
ferent vendors’ implementations, should be able to learn 
useful lessons from the solutions offered. Commentary 
will lose points for leaving out a discussion of limits. If 
you think your approach runs into limits—logically or 
from a performance perspective—document those limits 
for highest points. Don’t count on the judges not noticing 
the limits—it’s better to mention them yourself! 

Inclusion of test results: Inclusion of documentation 
that demonstrates actual tests of the SQL solution against 
a range of actual data and inputs, clear enough and com
prehensive enough to demonstrate correctness and the 
degree of efficiency and scalability over the ranges tested. 
A perfect score in this category does not imply that the 
results are good; for example, you could get a perfect 
documentation score showing welldocumented results 
demonstrating poor performance and scaling, and even 
actual errors, at high N. Points will be deducted if the 
judges believe that testing at higher N than you demon
strate would have led to outright errors, though points 
will not be deducted for documented tests that are cut 
short after long runs for practical reasons.

Elegance, readability, and clarity: Elegance, readabili
ty, and clarity of the solution, not counting the comments 
and other documentation, which may be as long as need
ed to thoroughly explain the logic and to document the 
tests.

Ability to scale logically to large N: This reflects how 
well the logic could handle scaling in the absence of re
source constraints.

Demonstrated ability to scale performance to large N: 
This reflects how well the solution handles scaling in the 
presence of resource constraints, and how well this scaling 
has been demonstrated in any attached test results.

Avoidance of nonstandard SQL features: Avoidance 
of SQL features that are implemented only by one par
ticular database vendor, are not part of the SQL standard, 
or are part of the SQL standard that is not widely and cor
rectly implemented. s
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In his latest book, Oracle on VMware, Dr. 
Bert Scalzo makes a case for “solving” per
formance problems with hardware upgrades. 
What is your opinion about this approach?

If you have performance problems that 
have been proven, through careful analysis, to have their 
root cause in substandard hardware, then the solution may 
be to upgrade. The investment made to make sure personnel 
are adequately trained to properly diagnose and repair per
formance problems can benefit your company in the long 
run much more so than taking what appears to be a quick 
fix by throwing hardware at the problem in the short run.

I think that when personnel are properly trained and 
knowledgeable, they will not only be able to quickly, efficient
ly, and cost effectively find and fix problems when they arise, 
but they will not make the mistakes that cause the problems 
in the first place.

I believe the truth is that if hardware isn’t your real prob
lem, you’ll eventually have no other choice than to address the 
actual root cause, because hardware upgrades can only be a 
Bandaid on the wound for so long. I’ve seen too many people 
try this approach only to pay hundreds of thousands of dol
lars for hardware they don’t really even need and still have 
performance problems. When they finally do address the real 
root cause and fix it, they often find that they could have by
passed the entire expenditure on hardware and saved more 
time and money if they’d just done it right in the first place.

I make a very good living adding hints to 
Oracle queries to improve performance. 
Does the optimizer really need a hint or is 
it something the developer or DBA is doing 
wrong in the first place?

I think hints are phenomenal testing tools and are some-
times the only viable avenue for getting a query to perform as 
you desire. But I also think that if you understand the Oracle 
optimizer and why it makes choices like it does, then you can 
often find a way to rewrite queries to get the results you want 
without a hint. 

So no, I don’t think the optimizer needs a hint as a rule. The 
bottom line is that you have to do what is necessary to get the 
performance you need. My first goal would be to do everything 
I could with my SQL to give the optimizer the best chance 
possible to get it right without a hint. If I still can’t get the 
execution plan I want/need, then I’ll use a hint. However, I’ll 
document what I believe is the reason why the hint is needed 
so that its use will be understood by those that follow me.

My manager keeps nagging me to get cer
tified. Certification requires purchase of at 
least one instructorled training course. For 
the price of a fiveday training course, I can 
buy dozens and dozens of good books. I tried 
to persuade my manager to give me a week 

off to spend at the beach, reading a good book like Effective 
Oracle by Design by Tom Kyte, but he wouldn’t bite and 
keeps nagging me about certification. My manager doesn’t 
take my opinion seriously but he’ll listen to you. Is he right 
about this or am I?

Personally, I think certifications can only effectively answer 
one question: Can a person study and memorize well enough 
to pass the required tests? There are people out there who at
tend some kind of certification boot camp for a couple of 
weeks and take all the tests and pass. There are others who buy 
exam study guides and take sample tests until they basically 
have most everything they’ll need to know memorized so they 
can pass the tests. And there are people out there who have 
years of experience that don’t even pick up a book or spend a 
very small amount of time to prep that pass the tests. 

I really don’t think certification is a measure of experience 
or ability. I wonder which employee a manager really wants 
managing their database: one with a certification but no 
proven experience or one without a certification but years of 
experience and a great track record. 

If a manager is willing to pay for your certification, get it. 
If having a certification is the difference between you being 
chosen for a job over someone else equally qualified, then get 
it. But I think it’s a mistake to use certification as a measuring 
stick for experience or an indicator of someone’s ability to 
handle realworld, tough situations. Certification may get you 
in the door, but it’s how you apply the knowledge you have 
and your ability to quickly diagnose and repair problems that 
will keep you there.

Will there be any jobs left for me in five 
years? Should I move to Bangalore? Are 
the Indian shops any good? How should I 
adapt? One of my previous employers suf
fered wave after wave of layoffs. I person
ally know many IT professionals who have 

switched careers: a PeopleSoft engineer became a police of
ficer, a project manager became an insurance agent. Should 
I plan on a career change? I’ve always wanted to be a bee
keeper.

My experience has been that outsourcing may provide a 
lowcost way to quickly build an application, but it is not a 
solution for optimally performing and easily maintainable 
applications for the long haul. IT staff will still be needed here 
in the database trenches, where they will have to provide on
going realtime support for applications. Since lower costs 
and speed of delivery are often the only criteria placed upon 
foreign outsourced vendors, that leaves lots of room for in
house staff to be needed to monitor, fix, and improve what 
arrives from these outsourced shops.

What that means to us is that there may be fewer jobs 
available in the short term at least. So, it becomes imperative 
that people are on top of their game as far as their knowledge 
and skill sets are concerned. I know of one company who 
outsourced their entire development staff and sent the work 
overseas. They had more performance problems than they 
could count, very disgruntled users, and ended up spending 
more time and money in the end. Within one year, they’d 
hired back about 50% of the original staff to try and fix the 
work that was delivered from the overseas vendor. Within two 
years, they’d hired back 95% of the original staff (in terms of 
the number of developers). They found that if they’d just 
stayed fully staffed to start with, they would’ve actually saved 
more money!

(continued from page 4)
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I don’t think anyone can make a blanket statement about 
the quality, or lack thereof, of outsourcing. But, I believe that 
welltrained inhouse personnel can get the job done better 
and with less need for rework than people who are thou
sands of miles away with no personal stake in the company 
that hires them.

Personally, I think if you love what you do and enjoy being 
good at it, then it’s not time for a job change. It’s time to work 
harder, learn more, and prove your value to your employer. 
But, if you’re not doing something that makes you glad to get 
up every day and go to work, then that’s the best reason to 
change jobs that I know of. Perhaps for those who aren’t in IT 
because they love it, when times are tight and layoffs occur, it 
may be time for them to reevaluate where their heart is and 
move on to something else.

And, by the way, a friend of mine was a beekeeper and 
that’s one job I can easily say that I’d never want to have! I’m 
terrified of (not to mention allergic to) the little creatures!

It costs us almost $30,000 per year to pro
duce and distribute the Journal and a little 
more than that to organize four conferences. 
We have about 500 members and a little 
less than 200 attendees at each conference. 
Our membership levels have been stagnant 

for a long time. Has Google made us obsolete? I begged my 
previous company to buy a corporate membership but, ex
cept for my manager, not a single person from that company 
ever showed up at our conferences. Should we close shop? 
What could we do better to attract more members?

I think that user groups play a very important part in the 
Oracle community. With economic conditions being what 
they are now, many companies want to keep spending on 
continuing education to a minimum. User groups like 
NoCOUG provide that local lowercost option and not only 
help educate but provide great networking opportunities as 
well. I certainly don’t think they are becoming obsolete. I 
think they’re more important than ever. The issue is making 
sure people understand the value they get from having a good 
user group in their area. 

First, there are costcutting strategies to help the organiza
tion be viable without need for as much financial backing. I’ve 
seen some user groups across the country reduce quarterly 
training day events down to just once or twice a year. I’ve seen 
reductions in general meetings from once a month to once 
a quarter. I’ve seen printed newsletters and periodicals con
verted to online formats. I’ve seen short online training 
events replace onsite training events. Google hasn’t made 
user groups obsolete, but Google has shown us the power of 
getting quick access to information online and in a hurry.

Second, it’s my belief that people are always willing to pay 
for things they believe provide meaningful value. Even when 
you can get some information online, the quality of that in
formation isn’t guaranteed. One of the great things about user 
groups is that they provide a place to get good information 
from reputable sources. Even when the user group doesn’t 
sponsor an inperson event with a speaker of note, the group 

can post links to qualified information on the Web and save 
members from having to weed out a ton of questionable con
tent and get them straight to the good stuff.

Third, meeting with people who share common experi
ences with you is one of the best reasons to belong to a user 
group, in my opinion. It gives you an opportunity to learn 
from others who have already faced problems you’re cur
rently mired in and to be able to leverage their experience to 
help you find solutions for you. And, as we’ve already dis
cussed, many of us are facing layoffs and outsourcing trends 
that make our jobs less secure than we once thought. Having 
a community of colleagues that can help you in searching 
out new job opportunities is critical, and user group con
nections can often provide the lead to your next job when 
you need it.

In the end it’s all about giving people what they want and 
what they need in the most convenient and lowcost way pos
sible. I certainly hope this is the time when user groups really 
rise and shine versus decline. There are few other oppor
tunities to get so much for so little than what can be gained 
through a great local user group like NoCOUG.

Thanks for answering all my cheeky ques
tions today. I’m always interested in buy
ing good Oracle books. Do you have some 
personal favorites that you can recom
mend?

Cost-Based Oracle Fundamentals by Jonathan Lewis; 
Troubleshooting Oracle Performance by Christian Antognini; 
The Art of SQL by Stephane Faroult; Optimizing Oracle Per-
formance by Cary Millsap and Jeff Holt; and anything and 
everything from Tom Kyte.

I’ve got a huge library of books that I’ve really found to be 
helpful, but these are the first few that come to mind. s

Interview conducted by Iggy Fernandez

Editor’s Note: Here’s the full quote from Dr. Scalzo’s book: 
“Person hours cost so much more now than computer hardware 
even with inexpensive offshore outsourcing. It is now considered 
a sound business decision these days to throw cheap hardware at 
problems. It is at least, if not more, cost effective than having the 
staff [sic] tuned and optimized for the same net effect. Besides, a 
failed tuning and optimization effort leaves you exactly where 
you started. At least the hardware upgrade approach results in a 
faster/better server experiencing the same problem that may still 
have future value to the business once the fundamental problem 
is eventually corrected. And, if nothing else, the hardware can be 
depreciated, whereas the time spent tuning is always just a cost 
taken off the bottom line. So, with such cheap hardware, it might 
be a wiser business bet to throw hardware at some solutions 
sooner than was done in the past. One might go so far as to make 
an economic principle claim that the opportunity cost of tuning 
is foregoing cheap upgrades that might fix the issue and also pos-
sess intrinsic value. Stated this way, it is a safe bet that is where 
the business people would vote to spend.”
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ASM Test
Environment
from Secrets of the 
Oracle Database

by Norbert Debes

SPECIAL 
FEATURE

Norbert Debes

Brian Hitchcock reviewed Secret ORACLE—Unleashing 
the Full Potential of the ORACLE DBMS by Leveraging Un
documented Features by Norbert Debes in the November 2008 
issue of NoCOUG Journal and had this to say: “How much did 
I like this book? In the first 30 pages I found so many things that 
I didn’t know but that I think are worth knowing that I can’t 
describe them all to you in this review. That’s how good this book 
is. I was surprised that a self-published book would have many 
fewer errors than a book from a major publisher. This is the first 
time I’ve read an Oracle book that was not associated in some 
way with a publisher. And this book is better in many ways than 
most I’ve read that came from major publishers.” We sent Brian’s 
review to Apress and they decided to publish Norbert’s book. 
Here is an excerpt.

A
utomatic Storage Management (ASM) is essential
ly a volume manager and a file system for exclu
sive use by ORACLE instances. The volume man
agement capabilities include mirroring and strip

ing. ASM implements the S.A.M.E. (stripe and mirror every
thing) approach. ASM uses a number of raw devices, concate
nates them into a large pool of storage, and offers the storage 
space as a kind of file system to ORACLE instances. Raw disks 
(e.g., LUNs in a SAN) are grouped into disk groups. ASM can 
rely on RAID storage arrays for mirroring (external redun
dancy) or it can do its own mirroring (normal/high redun
dancy). If necessary, disks in a disk group may be assigned to 
failure groups, which indicate the storage system topology to 
ASM, such that mirrored copies can be placed on different 
storage arrays or may be accessed using different host bus 
adapters.

For readers who would like to familiarize themselves with 
ASM, but do not have access to a SAN or cannot create raw 
devices on a local disk due to space constraints or lack of 
privileges, this chapter demonstrates how to set up a test en
vironment for automatic storage management on Windows 
with cooked files and _ASM_ALLOW_ONLY_RAW_DISKS. Old 
school UNIX jargon distinguished raw files from cooked files. 

Cooked files are simply the opposite of raw devices—files in 
a file system. After all, something that’s not raw has to be 
cooked, right?

Setting Up Oracle Clusterware for ASM

To start an ASM instance, a stripped down version of 
Oracle Clusterware must be running on the same system. This 
is accomplished with the command %ORACLE_HOME%\bin\
localconfig	add, which creates an ORACLE cluster registry 
(OCR) in %ORACLE_HOME%\cdata\localhost\local.ocr. 
It also creates a new Windows service for the OCSSD Cluster
ware daemon. OCSSD logging goes to the file %ORACLE_
HOME%\log\<host	name>\cssd\ocssd.log.

C:>	localconfig	add
Step	1:		creating	new	OCR	repository
Successfully	accumulated	necessary	OCR	keys.
Creating	OCR	keys	for	user	‘ndebes’,	privgrp	‘’..
Operation	successful.
Step	2:		creating	new	CSS	service
successfully	created	local	CSS	service
successfully	added	CSS	to	home

The service that implements OCSSD is called Oracle
CSService. You can verify that the service is functional by 
running the command net	start in a Windows command 
interpreter. This command lists all running services.

C:>	net	start
…
OracleCSService
OracleDB_10_2TNSListener
…

The Clusterware command for checking OCSSD’s status is 
crsctl	check	css.

C:>	crsctl	check	css
CSS	appears	healthy

By running crsctl	check	crs, it becomes apparent that 
only a subset of Clusterware daemons are active in a local
only configuration. The CRS and EVM daemons required for 
RAC are not needed.

C:>	crsctl	check	crs
CSS	appears	healthy
Cannot	communicate	with	CRS
Cannot	communicate	with	EVM

ASM Instance Setup

Next, we will create some cooked files for ASM storage. 
ASM will use these files instead of raw disks. On Windows, the 

1 See http://www.oracle.com/technology/deploy/availability/pdf/
OOW2000_same_ppt.pdf.

2 Oracle 10g Release 2 on Linux supports block devices too. These are 
opened with O_DIRECT to eliminate caching by the Linux operating 
system kernel as with raw devices. Performance is the same as that of 
raw devices, which have been deprecated on the Linux platform.
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undocumented switch -create of the asmtool command is 
used to create cooked files for use by ASM. The syntax is as 
follows:

asmtool	-create	<file_name>	<file_size_mb>

We will use the asmtool command to create four files 
which will serve as “disks”. Each file has a size of 512 MB.

C:\>	mkdir	C:\oradata
C:\>	asmtool	-create	C:\oradata\ARRAY1_DISK1	512

Repeat the asmtool command with the file names 
ARRAY1_DISK2, ARRAY2_DISK1, and ARRAY2_DISK2 to create 
three more files. On UNIX, the dd command is available to 
accomplish the same task as asmtool	-create. Following is 
an example for creating a file with a size of 512 MB:

$	dd	if=/dev/zero	bs=1048576	count=512	of=ARRAY1_DISK1

The above dd command reads 512 blocks with a size of 1 
MB each from the device special file /dev/zero. Since read
ing from /dev/zero returns nothing but binary zeros, the 
resulting file is zeroed out as required by ASM. The dd com
mand is available for Windows systems by installing Cygwin 
(http://www.cygwin.com). The dd option conv=notrunc is 
interesting in that it may be used to zero out a section within 
a file to simulate a failure or induce a block corruption.

The four files will be used to simulate two disk arrays 
(ARRAY1 and ARRAY2) with two logical unit numbers (LUNs) 
each. We will then set up ASM to mirror across the two arrays. 
Striping occurs within the array boundaries.

To start an ASM instance, a parameter file that contains 
INSTANCE_TYPE=ASM is required. The parameter ASM_
DISKSTRING is used to indicate where ASM should search for 
disks. Create a file called pfile+ASM.ora with the following 
contents in %ORACLE_HOME%\database:

instance_type	=	ASM
asm_diskstring	=	‘c:\oradata\*’

Next, create a Windows service for the ORACLE ASM in
stance with oradim:

C:>	oradim	-new	-asmsid	+ASM	-syspwd	secret	-startmode	
manual	-srvcstart	demand
Instance	created.

The command oradim creates and starts a Windows ser
vice called OracleASMService+ASM. You may verify that the 
service is running with net	start.

C:>	net	start	|	grep	-i	asm
			OracleASMService+ASM

Now we are ready to start the ASM instance.

C:>	set	ORACLE_SID=+ASM
C:>	sqlplus	/	as	sysdba
SQL*Plus:	Release	10.2.0.3.0	-	Production	on	Tue	Aug	14	
16:17:51	2007
Copyright	(c)	1982,	2005,	Oracle.		All	rights	reserved.
Connected	to	an	idle	instance.
SQL>	STARTUP	NOMOUNT	PFILE=?\database\pfile+ASM.ora
ASM	instance	started

Next, we create a server parameter file (SPFILE), such that 
ASM will be able to store disk group names it should mount 
at instance startup in the SPFILE.

SQL>	CREATE	SPFILE	FROM	PFILE=’?\database\pfile+ASM.
ora’;
File	created.

This creates an SPFILE called spfile+ASM.ora. Let’s see 
whether ASM recognizes the cooked files as disks.

SQL>	SELECT	path,	header_status	FROM	v$asm_disk;
no	rows	selected

ASM does not see any disks that it might use. This is not 
surprising, since the default setting of the parameter _ASM_
ALLOW_ONLY_RAW_DISKS is TRUE. We need to shut down the 
instance and restart it before we can change the parameter in 
the SPFILE that we created.

SQL>	SHUTDOWN	IMMEDIATE
ORA-15100:	invalid	or	missing	diskgroup	name
ASM	instance	shutdown
SQL>		STARTUP	NOMOUNT
ASM	instance	started

Since _ASM_ALLOW_ONLY_RAW_DISKS is a static parameter, 
another instance restart is required after changing it.

SQL>	ALTER	SYSTEM	SET	“_asm_allow_only_raw_disks”=FALSE	
SCOPE=SPFILE	SID=’*’;
System	altered.
SQL>	SHUTDOWN	IMMEDIATE
ORA-15100:	invalid	or	missing	diskgroup	name
ASM	instance	shutdown
SQL>	STARTUP	NOMOUNT
ASM	instance	started
…
SQL>	SELECT	path,	header_status	FROM	v$asm_disk;
…
C:\ORADATA\ARRAY1_DISK1	CANDIDATE
C:\ORADATA\ARRAY2_DISK2	CANDIDATE
C:\ORADATA\ARRAY2_DISK1	CANDIDATE
C:\ORADATA\ARRAY1_DISK2	CANDIDATE

This time ASM did recognize the cooked files as disks for 
use in a disk group, so we may go ahead and create a disk 
group with external redundancy. By assigning the failure 
group array1 to the disks in the first disk array (files 
ARRAY1_DISK1 and ARRAY1_DISK2) and the failure group 
array2 to the second disk array (files ARRAY2_DISK1 and 
ARRAY2_DISK2), ASM is instructed to mirror across the two 
disk arrays. It will automatically stripe the data within each 
disk array.

SQL>	CREATE	DISKGROUP	cooked_dg	NORMAL	REDUNDANCY	
FAILGROUP	array1	
DISK	
‘C:\ORADATA\ARRAY1_DISK1’	NAME	array1_disk1,
‘C:\ORADATA\ARRAY1_DISK2’	NAME	array1_disk2
FAILGROUP	array2	
DISK	
‘C:\ORADATA\ARRAY2_DISK1’	NAME	array2_disk1,
‘C:\ORADATA\ARRAY2_DISK2’	NAME	array2_disk2;
Diskgroup	created.

The disks that were formerly candidates are now members 
of a disk group.

SQL>	SELECT	path,	header_status	FROM	v$asm_disk;
…
C:\ORADATA\ARRAY1_DISK1	MEMBER
C:\ORADATA\ARRAY1_DISK2	MEMBER
C:\ORADATA\ARRAY2_DISK1	MEMBER
C:\ORADATA\ARRAY2_DISK2	MEMBER
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Disk Failure Simulation

Chances are high that you have never had to deal with disk 
failure in an ASM environment. To prepare yourself for such 
a case, you may wish to use the environment set up in this 
chapter to simulate disk failure and gain experience with re
pairing an ASM setup. Disk failure may be simulated by plac
ing cooked files on an external FireWire disk drive, USB disk 
drive, or USB stick, and pulling the cable to the disk or the 
stick. In a SAN environment, disk failure might by simulated 
by pulling cables, changing the zoning configuration, or re
moving logical unit number (LUN) access rights in a storage 
array. The term zoning is used to describe the configuration 
whereby a storage area network administrator separates a 
SAN into units and allocates storage to those units. Each disk 
or LUN in a SAN has a unique identification called a world
wide number (WWN). If a WWN is made invisible to a sys
tem by changing the zoning configuration, neither ASM nor 
RDBMS instances will be able to use the LUN. s

Norbert Debes has more than 13 years experience as an Oracle 
database administrator. He holds a master’s degree in computer 
science from the University of Erlangen, Germany, and is an 
Oracle8, Oracle8i, and Oracle9i certified professional Oracle 

database administrator. For over 6 years, he held different posi-
tions and technical roles at Oracle Germany. He was a team 
leader in Oracle Support Services, and a technical account man-
ager in Strategic Alliances. In his last role at Oracle, Norbert was 
responsible for promoting Real Application Clusters on a techni-
cal level. During his tenure, he contributed to the Oracle 9i SQL 
Reference, the Real Application Clusters manual set, and to 
various Real Application Clusters training materials.

Right from the beginning of his quest in the Oracle database 
management system, Norbert always wanted to know exactly 
how things worked. He would not be satisfied with superficial 
explanations, but demanded evidence. His passion to dig deeper 
served him well in acquiring extensive knowledge of the Oracle 
database, and occasionally makes him a restless researcher who 
often ends up working from dusk until dawn when captured by 
“the flow.”

In his spare time, Norbert likes to hike, snowboard, play 
basketball, and read nonfiction on topics such as the emotional 
brain. Furthermore, he is a passionate analog and digital pho-
tographer. Having been intrigued by the vibrancy of stereo-
scopic (i.e., three-dimensional) capture for 20 years, he rejoices 
in his recent acquisition of a stereo camera.

Copyright © 2009, Norbert Debes
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PeopleSoft®, JD Edwards®, Siebel®. And every year they grow in size
and complexity — increasing maintenance challenges. Now you can
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ASK THE 
ORACLES

To Upgrade or Not 
to Upgrade?
Ask the Oracles!

terry Sutton: We are frequently 
asked by clients whether they should 
upgrade to Oracle 11g. Oracle Cor
poration’s communications under
standably promote using the latest 
version and tout its new features. 
The answer to the question isn’t a 
simple one, and (like so much else 
in our world) it depends.

One of the traditional answers given by people in the 
Oracle community (outside of Oracle Corporation) is not to 
use the first release of any Oracle major version. There is some 
logic to this, but it oversimplifies. As pointed out by Tom Kyte 
(asktom.oracle.com/pls/asktom/f?p=100:11:0::::P11_
QUESTION_ID:597813300346606714), the major version 
first releases aren’t necessarily huge changes from the latest 
release of the previous version, and the second release may 
have even bigger changes from the first release than the first 
release had from the previous version. And, as Jonathan Lewis 
has pointed out, since Oracle 9 much behavior (including 
default settings for some important optimizer parameters and 
other optimizer behavior) can change significantly between 
smaller releases (such as 9.2.0.3 to 9.2.0.4).

Our preference is to offer a slight variation on the “no first 
release” rule. We try to avoid any major version or release 
upgrade until it has been publicly available for a year or two. 
The reasoning behind this view is that every Oracle version/
release/patchset is going to have some bugs or unexpected is
sues, no matter how well Oracle has tested it. The bugs may 
or may not be showstoppers. But if you rush to upgrade your 
production database to the newest version, you get to be the 
company that discovers some of these bugs. If, however, you 
wait a while, more bugs are likely to be discovered by other 
users. Oracle Support learns about these bugs and creates bug 
fixes. By the time you come across the bug, it’s easy to find 
information on the bugs and issues, and there may already be 
a solution.

Another consideration is the concept of “if it ain’t broke, 
don’t fix it.” If your database is serving your application well 
now and you don’t have need of the new features of 11g (which 
are described in Arup Nanda’s series on the Oracle Tech
nology Network: www.oracle.com/technology/pub/articles/ 

oracle-database-11g-top-features/index.html), then why 
rush to a new version? Or why move to a new version at all?

One reason to move to the new version would be because 
Oracle is desupporting the version you are on (www.oracle.
com/support/lifetime-support-policy.html). Premier support 
for Oracle 10gR2 ends in July 2010; for 11gR1, it ends in Aug
ust 2012. Premier support generally ends five years after a re
lease’s general availability date. So if 11gR2 is released late this 
year, it will have premier support until late 2014. Most com
panies do not want a version that has been desupported.

But even that is not a hardandfast rule. If your company 
is using a packaged application that has been working per
fectly well for years and that you are not making any changes 
to, you may not care about support. We have clients running 
quite happily on Oracle 8i or 9i. The database meets their 
needs and they’re not changing anything.

One factor that is critical in upgrading (as Tom Kyte says 
several times in the abovereferenced posting on his site): you 
must test, test, test. And test some more. Before you even 
think of putting a new version into production, you need to 
hammer on it, stress it, and try to break it in a test environ
ment. You need to put loads greater than you’re likely to see in 
production, and you need to use all of the application code 
that is used in production. That is the only way to see if there 
are problems with the new version. And this is a reason why 
some companies are slow to adopt a new version. Testing isn’t 
free. It consumes resources of personnel, hardware, and cash.

So our advice can be summarized as follows: Check to see if 
any of the new features of 11g will significantly help your appli-
cation and if you have the appropriate license (some new features 
may only be available with Enterprise Edition or may be extra-
cost options). If so, consider upgrading. If not, wait a while to 
upgrade (while keeping desupport dates in mind). And whatever 
you do, test, test, test. s

Terry Sutton is Director of Managed Services at Database Special-
ists, Inc. He has been an Oracle DBA for 15 years, performing 
assignments ranging from production database administration 
to emergency troubleshooting with a particular focus on Oracle 
database performance tuning. He has been a speaker at the 
RMOUG, NoCOUG, and IOUG-Live conferences, as well as 
the Hotsos Symposium and various local user groups.
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 Using functions within SQL statements can certainly 
improve readability: even a relatively straightforward 
CASE statement can make a SQL statement hard to 
read. The same logic in a wellnamed function often 
enhances the readability of the SQL and can often be 
reused in separate SQL statements that want to per
form the same CASE logic.

Of course, we’re talking here about things that can reason
ably be done in either PL/SQL or SQL. There are lots of things 
a nonprocedural language like SQL cannot or should not do, 
and you shouldn’t bend the language or your brain trying to 
push a round SQL peg into a square procedural hole. Likewise, 
PL/SQL is not primarily suited for returning result sets: there 
are ways for PL/SQL to return a result set, but these would 
normally be reserved for exceptional circumstances, not for 
every occasion. s

Guy Harrison is a director of R&D at Quest Software and is the 
author of Oracle SQL High Performance Tuning (Prentice 
Hall), Oracle Desk Reference (Prentice Hall), MySQL Stored 
Procedure Programming (O’Reilly, with Steven Feuerstein) 
and Oracle Performance Survival Guide (Prentice Hall, Septem-
ber 2009). He can be reached at guy.harrison@quest.com.

Guy Harrison: I’ve always tried to 
maintain a pragmatic approach to 
technology. It’s easy to get emotion
ally attached to a particular program
ming language, operating system, or 
other computing technology, so I’ve 
always tried to veer away from dog
matic guidelines and use whatever 

technologies work the best for the circumstances. Of course, 
mixing half a dozen languages in a single project is a recipe 
for disaster, but with SQL or PL/SQL both being in the same 
Oracle family, I’ll use whichever technology works best to get 
the result I want. 

For most circumstances, straight SQL gets me where I 
want to go fastest. Most queries can be expressed in SQL sim
ply enough, and the relatively new analytic functions—and 
other new features—allow me to perform a wide range of 
activities that previously would have required a bit of proce
dural code or unwieldy SQL syntax.

I usually find that I can get the performance I want out of 
SQL as well. The Oracle optimizer gets better all the time 
and—providing I collect good statistics—I usually get the 
performance that I expect. If not, Oracle gives me lots of op
tions for viewing and changing the plan. I can use DBMS_
XPLAN to view the plan, and hints, stored outlines, and SQL 
Profiles to adjust, freeze, or improve the plan. 

So most of the time “straight” SQL is the quickest for me 
to write and runs quickest on the server as well. But there are 
occasions where I feel that PL/SQL is warranted:

 When a SQL statement gets too large to be comprehen
sible—say more than 40 lines or so—I sometimes like 
to break it up into multiple parts and tie the parts to
gether with PL/SQL. I find that it’s hard enough to 
understand these massive SQL statements when you’re 
the author: trying to understand them when you’re not 
is even harder. 

 When the SQL language makes me repeat myself—say 
having to include the same subquery twice—then I’m 
violating a cardinal rule of good programming: Don’t 
Repeat Yourself (DRY). I’m also probably forcing Oracle 
to perform unnecessary work. Sometimes there are ways 
to avoid these duplications (using the WITH clause for 
instance) in SQL. But when there aren’t, then I’d rather 
break up the SQL and use PL/SQL.

 Sometimes I have in my head exactly how I’d like an 
SQL to execute but the optimizer just doesn’t under
stand. I’ve encountered certain types of lookups that 
could only be optimized by a PL/SQL (or other proce
dural) approach.

SQL or PL/SQL?
Ask the Oracles!
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Keeping It Under Control
by John Weathington

D
oes your company have things under control? 
With your help, it can greatly reduce its risk of 
noncompliance by simply staying in control of 
its business. I recently gave a talk to a group of 

small business owners on the topic of control, as this is the 
fundamental reason why about half go out of business before 
their fiveyear anniversary. It’s also the fundamental cause of 
most compliance violations.

Take SarbanesOxley for example, which is a wellknown 
compliance regulation. The text of the actual regulation is ac
tually quite short. That’s because at its core, SarbanesOxley 
simply wants to know if your company has internal control of 
its financial operations. In this article, I’ll show you how I frame 
control and provide some suggestions on how to architect your 
database to support your company’s control objectives.

What Is Control?

First of all let’s be clear on exactly what control is. In my 
view, control is about meeting an expectation. This could be 
your expectation or it could be the expectation of an external 
concerned party. Either way, your company must be able to 
meet the expectation of both management and regulators. 
Furthermore, for compliance purposes, internal control is 
about validation. This starts with a policy, which drives a pro
cess, which is then tested for validity. These concepts are at the 
core of compliance.

We’ve all taken tests for different purposes. Part of the pro
cess of becoming a Project Management Professional (PMP) 
is taking a certification test. This is administered by a com
pany like Prometric Services in a very controlled environ
ment. Everything is computerized, and you have four hours to 
complete your test. You are not allowed to bring in notes, 
calculators, or anything you might use to help you answer the 
questions. You are only allowed a few sheets of scratch paper, 
a pencil, and whatever’s currently swimming around in your 
brain. At the end of the test, you know immediately whether 
or not you passed. Once you pass, you’ve just crossed a big 
hurdle for certification.

The Project Management Institute (PMI) needs to validate 
that you at least understand their core processes and knowl
edge areas and can apply them in a project management situ
ation. To make sure you meet their expectation of project 
management proficiency, they need to test your knowledge. 
This is their validation, and subsequently it provides your 
certification.

Internal control for your company follows the same con
cept. For your CFO and CEO to attest that management has 
internal control over its financial operations, there needs to be 
some sort of validation. An audit team needs to administer 
tests against your policy to validate its congruence with the 
actual operations of the company.

Standing in the way of your company’s passing score is 
risk. Risk is simply uncertainty. There are any number of un
certainties that might interfere with your company’s ability to 
uphold the tenets of its policy. The operative word here is 
might. Nobody would intentionally construct a policy that is 
out of alignment with the expectations of the stakeholders. 

Therefore, controls are put in place to mitigate risk. Your 
company may be concerned about the risk of somebody em
bezzling money, so it will put a control in place that segregates 
the functions of collecting the money and depositing the 
money. Or, your company may be concerned about the risk 
that your database might be producing inaccurate numbers, 
so it will put a control in place that reconciles the data to a 
trusted source external to your base reporting system.

I frame controls into four different categories, based on the 
timing of the risk and whether or not you’re controlling the 
cause or the effect of the risk. There are preventive controls, 
adaptive controls, contingent controls, and corrective controls.

Prevention Is the Best Policy

Preventive controls are by far the best type of controls. Pre
ventive controls address the cause of the risk before the risk 
event shows up. Because it treats the source of impact before 
the risk ever shows up, it puts you in the best possible compli
ance failure situation—the one that never happens.

Let’s use the example of a leaky roof. There is some wear and 
tear on the shingles of my roof, and the risk is that when it rains, 
water will leak through the roof and damage my hardwood 
floors. One approach is to focus on preventing the leak from 
ever happening, possibly by replacing the shingles on my roof.

Bear in mind that I don’t know for sure that my roof will 
leak. Regardless, I will invest the time and money to ensure 
that my roof will hold up to rain. This is a preventive control, 
and it is the best way to avoid compliance violations.

The best architecture for preventive controls involves tap
ping into your transactional system (e.g., ERP). You need to 
somehow construct an early prevention system for your com
pany so that compliance violations can be thwarted before 
they even happen.

COMPLIANCE
CORNER

John Weathington
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Consider a control that mitigates the risk of financial 
wrongdoing by constructing a policy whereby all payments 
over $50,000 must be authorized by a director or higher. Pre
ventive architecture might include building a trigger on the 
invoicing system to ensure that invoices over the $50,000 
threshold have appropriate authorization. If the authoriza
tion is not there, the invoice doesn’t print. In this way the 
compliance violation never happens.

Although tying into the transactional system is the best way 
to implement a system of preventive controls, there are other 
things you can consider. A compliance operational data store 
could be constructed as an earlywarning system, provided 
leading indicators can be identified in the system. For instance, 
if you know that patterns of unusual vendor relationships (e.g., 
with gambling or cashonly operations) increase your risk of 
organized fraud, you can monitor this situation in your com
pliance operational data store and shut down the fraud before 
it ever happens. Another consideration is to leverage your cur
rent compliance enterprise data warehouse to efficiently ana
lyze trends and patterns of risk in the same way that FICO 
scores help lenders make decisions on risky borrowers.

Minimizing the Potential Pain

The second best type of control in my framework is the 
contingent control. A contingent control is a control that deals 
with the impact of the risk before the risk event occurs. In our 
leaky roof example, instead of fixing the roof, we might put an 
extra coat of sealant on the floor to protect it from damage.

In my view it’s not the best route, but the proactive nature 
of the control is what puts it in second place. Sometimes it’s 
not feasible to put in a preventive control. Here in California, 
we constantly live with the possibility that a serious earthquake 
might roll through, destroying everything in its path. We don’t 
know for sure that it will happen, but we know it can happen 
so we plan for it. And as much as geologists would love to pre
vent an earthquake from happening, it’s just not feasible.

Popular contingent controls for earthquakes, therefore, in
volve storing water and food in a safe location and arranging 
meeting places so that family members know where to meet 
each other if the disaster shows up. In the same way, your 
company can prepare for the effects of a compliance failure.

A good architecture for this is a system that tracks the ex
ecution of the processes within the company. To complement 
the actual process execution, build a system that understands 
how the process should be executed based on company policy. 
The goal here is to identify a compliance failure as soon as it 
happens. Finally, architect a system that maintains what the 
contingent plan should be if a compliance failure happens, 
and if possible tie that into the transactional system.

For instance, if you cannot prevent the unauthorized 
$50,000 payment from being generated, then your system 
should at least be able to recognize that it was just produced 
and notify an appropriate supervisor. The supervisor should 
then have a welldefined plan for how to handle the situation, 
which may include intercepting the payment before it’s mailed 
out. Proper automation can easily support all of these goals. 

Correct Me If I’m Wrong

If we cannot be proactive, then we must be reactive. Cor

rective controls deal with the cause of the risk after the risk 
has already happened. In our leaky roof example we wait for 
the rain, and if we notice a leak we patch up the roof.

Corrective controls work well with preventive controls that 
you suspect may fail. For instance, it is argued that deadly 
crime can be prevented by outlawing the possession of fire
arms; this is an attempt at a preventive control—dealing with 
the cause of a fatal situation before it has an opportunity to 
arise. However, the illegality of firearms will not deter hard
ened criminals from owning them; we also need a corrective 
control.

A key component of your corrective control architecture is 
your detection system. This includes the process architecture 
mentioned previously and any other technology you have for 
detecting that a compliance failure has occurred. A second 
architectural consideration is reminiscent of an issuetracking 
system like Remedy. An important aspect of compliance is 
the ability to demonstrate that when compliance failures do 
occur, you have a structured and organized way of correcting 
the issue and making sure it doesn’t happen again. A help 
desklike system fits well for this purpose.

If All Else Fails, Just Adapt

Adaptive controls form the final category in my framework 
of controls. As you might guess by this point, adaptive con
trols treat the impact of the risk after the risk has already oc
curred. For completeness, let’s go back to our leaky roof 
example. An adaptive control would be to wait until the rain 
shows up, and if the roof leaks, put a bucket under the drip to 
protect the floor.

These are the worst type of controls and should be avoid
ed; however, if necessary, appropriate architectures would fall 
in line with what I suggested for corrective controls. The key 
is to have a good documenttracking system in place to dem
onstrate to auditors that any impact of the risk was properly 
controlled.

Understanding control is a fundamental concept that 
should drive the architecture of your compliance data system. 
To control for risk or uncertainty, your company can take 
preventive measures, contingent measures, corrective mea
sures, or adaptive measures, but the best of all by a wide mar
gin is preventive controls. You should be prepared to install 
architecture for your company that supports any and all types 
of controls. Start today by considering triggers that you can 
put in your transactional system to help prevent your more 
serious compliance violations. s

John Weathington is a management consultant who helps com-
panies dramatically improve efficiency and avoid penalties and 
fines. His San Francisco Bay Area-based company, Excellent Man-
agement Systems, Inc., has helped companies all over the world 
like Sun Microsystems, Cisco, and PayPal (an eBay company). 
He is a Project Management Professional (PMP) and a Six Sigma 
Black Belt, as well as an Oracle DBA and Business Intelligence 
Architect. He recently helped a large technology firm fortify a 
$100 million government contract with the implementation of a 
custom compliance data warehouse. For more information, please 
access his website at www.excellentmanagementsystems.com. 

Copyright © 2009, John Weathington
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SQL CORNER

One Picture Is Worth 
Ten Thousand Words!

by Iggy Fernandez
Chris Lawson

I 
have to admit that I find tabular query execution plans 
—such as those produced by DBMS_XPLAN—not very 
easy to read, especially when many tables are involved. 
An example of a tabular plan is shown at the bottom of 

this page. The hierarchical relationship between the steps is 
expressed by varying the indentation level ever so slightly, but 
I find this hard to follow. (The last time I was trying to make 
sense of such a plan, a colleague suggested that I use a sheet 
of paper as a makeshift ruler.) I also find it hard to determine 
the order in which the steps are executed. Another problem is 
that the elapsed execution times that are listed in the plans 
are cumulative; this makes it difficult to identify the time
consuming steps.

A graphical query plan such as the one shown on the next 
page is much easier to read. The PL/SQL code that produced 
it is shown in the following pages. It produces commands—in 
the “dot” language—for a graphing tool called Graphviz that 
can be downloaded from www.graphviz.org. Here is an ex
ample; it shows abbreviated versions of the commands need
ed to produce the graph on the next page.

digraph a {
“5” [label=”Step 1\nDIM_E”,shape=plaintext]
“7” [label=”Step 2\nDIM_D”,shape=plaintext]
“12” [label=”Step 3\nDIM_A”,shape=plaintext]
“14” [label=”Step 4\nIDX_DIM_B_1”,shape=plaintext]
“13” [label=”Step 5\nDIM_B”,shape=plaintext]
“11” [label=”Step 6\nNESTED LOOPS”,shape=plaintext]
“15” [label=”Step 7\nIDX_DIM_C_1”,shape=plaintext]
“10” [label=”Step 8\nNESTED LOOPS”,shape=plaintext]
“9” [label=”Step 9\nDIM_C”,shape=plaintext]
“16” [label=”Step 10\nFACT”,shape=plaintext]
“8” [label=”Step 11\nHASH JOIN”,shape=plaintext]
“6” [label=”Step 12\nHASH JOIN RIGHT OUTER”,shape=plaintext]
“4” [label=”Step 13\nHASH JOIN RIGHT OUTER”,shape=plaintext]
“3” [label=”Step 14\nFILTER”,shape=plaintext]
“2” [label=”Step 15\nHASH GROUP BY”,shape=plaintext]
“1” [label=”Step 16\nSORT ORDER BY”,shape=plaintext]

“1”->””;
“2”->”1”;
“3”->”2”;
“4”->”3”;
“5”->”4”;
“6”->”4”;
“7”->”6”;
“8”->”6”;
“9”->”8”;
“10”->”9”;
“11”->”10”;
“12”->”11”;
“13”->”11”;
“14”->”13”;
“15”->”10”;
“16”->”8”;
};

The source of the information shown is V$SQL_PLAN_
STATISTICS_ALL which is the same as that used by DBMS_
XPLAN. A PL/SQL function is called recursively in order to 
produce the information that is needed.

Assuming that you have installed Graphviz on your com
puter, you can use the following command to produce a 
graphical query plan from the output (spool.dot) of the code. 
Various output formats are available; the example shown 
below uses the PDF format.

dot -Tpdf -oplan.pdf spool.dot

If you would like an electronic copy of all the code, 
please email me at iggy_fernandez@hotmail.com. s

Iggy Fernandez is the editor of NoCOUG Journal and the au-
thor of Beginning Oracle Database 11g Administration (Apress, 
2009). He can be reached at iggy_fernandez@hotmail.com. 

Copyright © 2009, Iggy Fernandez

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
| Id  | Operation                            | Name                 | Starts | E-Rows |E-Bytes| Cost (%CPU)| E-Time   | A-Rows |   A-Time   | Buffers | Reads  | Writes | 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|   1 |  SORT ORDER BY                       |                      |      1 |    157 | 24963 | 33884   (5)| 00:06:47 |   8168 |00:00:30.33 |     183K|    128K|     90 | 
|   2 |   HASH GROUP BY                      |                      |      1 |    157 | 24963 | 33884   (5)| 00:06:47 |   8168 |00:00:30.30 |     183K|    128K|     90 | 
|*  3 |    FILTER                            |                      |      1 |        |       |            |          |    579K|00:00:28.28 |     183K|    127K|      0 | 
|*  4 |     HASH JOIN RIGHT OUTER            |                      |      1 |    157 | 24963 | 33883   (5)| 00:06:47 |    579K|00:00:27.12 |     183K|    127K|      0 | 
|   5 |      TABLE ACCESS FULL               | DIM_E                |      1 |    967 |  3868 |     6   (0)| 00:00:01 |    967 |00:00:00.01 |      23 |      0 |      0 | 
|*  6 |      HASH JOIN RIGHT OUTER           |                      |      1 |    157 | 24335 | 33877   (5)| 00:06:47 |    579K|00:00:23.63 |     183K|    127K|      0 | 
|   7 |       TABLE ACCESS FULL              | DIM_D                |      1 |   1725 | 15525 |     6   (0)| 00:00:01 |   1725 |00:00:00.01 |      23 |      0 |      0 | 
|*  8 |       HASH JOIN                      |                      |      1 |    157 | 22922 | 33870   (5)| 00:06:47 |    579K|00:00:20.72 |     183K|    127K|      0 | 
|   9 |        TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID   | DIM_C                |      1 |      2 |   126 |   293   (0)| 00:00:04 |   3987 |00:00:00.87 |    2658 |    116 |      0 | 
|  10 |         NESTED LOOPS                 |                      |      1 |      3 |   375 |   303   (0)| 00:00:04 |   4057 |00:00:00.04 |     208 |      0 |      0 | 
|  11 |          NESTED LOOPS                |                      |      1 |      1 |    62 |    10   (0)| 00:00:01 |     69 |00:00:00.01 |      55 |      0 |      0 | 
|* 12 |           TABLE ACCESS FULL          | DIM_A                |      1 |      1 |    20 |     4   (0)| 00:00:01 |      1 |00:00:00.01 |      16 |      0 |      0 | 
|* 13 |           TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID| DIM_B                |      1 |      1 |    42 |     6   (0)| 00:00:01 |     69 |00:00:00.01 |      39 |      0 |      0 | 
|* 14 |            INDEX RANGE SCAN          | IDX_DIM_B_1          |      1 |      8 |       |     1   (0)| 00:00:01 |     76 |00:00:00.01 |       2 |      0 |      0 | 
|* 15 |          INDEX RANGE SCAN            | IDX_DIM_C_1          |     69 |    553 |       |     2   (0)| 00:00:01 |   3987 |00:00:00.02 |     153 |      0 |      0 | 
|* 16 |        TABLE ACCESS FULL             | FACT                 |      1 |   1458K|    29M| 33546   (5)| 00:06:43 |   1458K|00:00:13.41 |     180K|    127K|      0 | 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Tabular Depiction of a Query Execution Plan
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Graphical Depiction of a Query Execution Plan
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This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it 
under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by 
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at 
your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but 
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  
See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License 
along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

CREATE OR REPLACE TYPE enhanced_plan_type
AS OBJECT
(
  execution_id NUMBER,
  operation VARCHAR2 (120),
  options VARCHAR2 (120),
  object_owner VARCHAR2 (30),
  object_name VARCHAR2 (30),
  id NUMBER,
  parent_id NUMBER,
  cardinality NUMBER,
  last_output_rows NUMBER,
  last_logical_reads NUMBER,
  last_disk_reads NUMBER,
  last_elapsed_time NUMBER,
  delta_elapsed_time NUMBER
);
/

CREATE OR REPLACE TYPE enhanced_plan_table
AS TABLE OF enhanced_plan_type
/

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE enhanced_plan
AS
  FUNCTION plan
  (
    sql_id_in VARCHAR2,
    child_number_in NUMBER,
    parent_id_in NUMBER DEFAULT 0
  )
  RETURN enhanced_plan_table PIPELINED;
END enhanced_plan;
/

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY enhanced_plan AS

  FUNCTION PLAN
  (
    sql_id_in VARCHAR2,
    child_number_in NUMBER,
    parent_id_in NUMBER DEFAULT 0
  )
  RETURN enhanced_plan_table PIPELINED
  IS

    parent_row enhanced_plan_type := enhanced_plan_type
    (
      NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL,
      NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL
    );

    child_row enhanced_plan_type := enhanced_plan_type
    (
      NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL,
      NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL
    );

    execution_id NUMBER := 1;

    CURSOR parent_cursor IS
    WITH

    parent_statistics AS
    (
      SELECT
        operation,
        options,
        object_owner,
        object_name,
        id,
        parent_id,
        cardinality,
        last_output_rows,
        last_cr_buffer_gets + last_cu_buffer_gets
          AS last_logical_reads,
        last_disk_reads,
        last_elapsed_time / 1000000
          AS last_elapsed_time
      FROM
        v$sql_plan_statistics_all
       WHERE
        sql_id = sql_id_in
        AND child_number = child_number_in
        AND parent_id = parent_id_in
    ),
    child_statistics AS
    (
      SELECT
        parent_id,
        SUM (last_cr_buffer_gets + last_cu_buffer_gets)
          AS last_logical_reads,
        SUM (last_disk_reads) AS last_disk_reads,
        SUM (last_elapsed_time) / 1000000
          AS last_elapsed_time
      FROM
        v$sql_plan_statistics_all
      WHERE sql_id = sql_id_in
      AND child_number = child_number_in
      GROUP BY parent_id
    )
    SELECT
      p.operation,
      p.options,
      p.object_owner,
      p.object_name,
      p.ID,
      p.parent_id,
      p.cardinality,
      p.last_output_rows,
      p.last_logical_reads - NVL (c.last_logical_reads, 0)
        AS last_logical_reads,
      p.last_disk_reads - NVL (c.last_disk_reads, 0)
        AS last_disk_reads,
      p.last_elapsed_time AS last_elapsed_time,
      (p.last_elapsed_time - NVL (c.last_elapsed_time, 0))
        AS delta_elapsed_time
    FROM parent_statistics p, child_statistics c
    WHERE p.ID = c.parent_id(+)
    ORDER BY p.ID;

    CURSOR child_cursor IS
    SELECT
      operation,
      options,
      object_owner,
      object_name,
      ID,
      parent_id,
      cardinality,
      last_output_rows,
      last_logical_reads,
      last_disk_reads,
      last_elapsed_time,
      delta_elapsed_time
    FROM TABLE (enhanced_plan.plan (
      sql_id_in,
      child_number_in,
      parent_row.ID
    ));
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  BEGIN

    OPEN parent_cursor;
    LOOP
      FETCH parent_cursor
      INTO
        parent_row.operation,
        parent_row.options,
        parent_row.object_owner,
        parent_row.object_name,
        parent_row.ID,
        parent_row.parent_id,
        parent_row.cardinality,
        parent_row.last_output_rows,
        parent_row.last_logical_reads,
        parent_row.last_disk_reads,
        parent_row.last_elapsed_time,
        parent_row.delta_elapsed_time;
      EXIT WHEN parent_cursor%NOTFOUND;
      OPEN child_cursor;
      LOOP
        FETCH child_cursor
        INTO
          child_row.operation,
          child_row.options,
          child_row.object_owner,
          child_row.object_name,
          child_row.ID,
          child_row.parent_id,
          child_row.cardinality,
          child_row.last_output_rows,
          child_row.last_logical_reads,
          child_row.last_disk_reads,
          child_row.last_elapsed_time,
          child_row.delta_elapsed_time;
        EXIT WHEN child_cursor%NOTFOUND;
        child_row.execution_id := execution_id;
        execution_id := execution_id + 1;
        PIPE ROW (child_row);
      END LOOP;
      CLOSE child_cursor;
      parent_row.execution_id := execution_id;
      execution_id := execution_id + 1;
      PIPE ROW (parent_row);
    END LOOP;
    CLOSE parent_cursor;

  END plan;

END enhanced_plan;
/

SET linesize 1000
SET trimspool on
SET pagesize 0
SET echo off
SET heading off
SET feedback off
SET verify off
SET time off
SET timing off
SET sqlblanklines on

DEFINE sql_id = &sql_id
DEFINE child_number = &child_number

SPOOL plan.dot

WITH

plan_table AS
(
  SELECT
    *
  FROM
    TABLE (enhanced_plan.plan (
      ‘&sql_id’,

      &child_number
    ))
)

SELECT
  ‘digraph a {‘
FROM
  DUAL

UNION ALL

SELECT
  ‘”’
  || id
  || ‘” [label=”Step ‘
  || execution_id
  || ‘\n’
  || CASE WHEN object_name IS NULL
    THEN (‘’)
    ELSE (object_name || ‘\n’)
    END
  || CASE WHEN options IS NULL
    THEN (operation || ‘\n’)
    ELSE (operation || ‘ ‘ || options || ‘\n’)
    END
  || ‘Elapsed Delta = ‘
  || TRIM (TO_CHAR (delta_elapsed_time, ‘999,999,990.00’))
  || ‘s’
  || ‘ Total Elapsed = ‘
  || TRIM (TO_CHAR (last_elapsed_time, ‘999,999,990.00’))
  || ‘s\n’
  || ‘Estimated Rows = ‘
  || TRIM (TO_CHAR (cardinality, ‘999,999,999,999,990’))
  || ‘ Actual Rows = ‘
  || TRIM (TO_CHAR (last_output_rows, ‘999,999,999,999,990’))
  || ‘\n’
  || ‘Logical Reads = ‘
  || TRIM (TO_CHAR (last_logical_reads, ‘999,999,999,999,990’))
  || ‘ Physical Reads = ‘
  || TRIM (TO_CHAR (last_disk_reads, ‘999,999,999,999,990’))
  || ‘”,shape=plaintext]’ op
FROM
  plan_table

UNION ALL

SELECT
  edge
FROM
  (
    SELECT
      parent_id,
      ‘”’ || id || ‘”’ || ‘->’ || ‘”’ || PRIOR id || ‘”’ || ‘;’
        AS edge
    FROM
      plan_table
      START WITH parent_id = 0
      CONNECT BY parent_id = PRIOR id
  )
  WHERE
    parent_id IS NOT NULL

UNION ALL

SELECT
		‘};’
FROM
  DUAL;

SPOOL off
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BOOK REVIEW

Details

Author: Christian Antognini

ISBN: 9781590599174

Pages: 586

Year of Publication: 2008

Edition: 1

Price: $59.95

Publisher: Apress

Summary

Overall review: This book explains what you should not for
get, from a performance point of view, the next time you are 
developing an application. This is not a book for beginners.

Target audience: Oracle application developers and designers.

Would you recommend to others: Yes.

Who will get the most from this book: Intermediate and 
experienced developers and designers with a working knowl
edge of the Oracle database engine and proficiency with SQL.

Is this book platform specific: No.

Why did I obtain this book: It was recommended to me.

Overall Review

I
n the first page of the first chapter, the author summa
rizes the contents of the book in the following words:“Real 
development teams quite often forget about performance, 
until at least performance problems arise. At this point, it 

may be too late. Therefore, in the following sections, I’ll cover 
what you should not forget, from a performance point of view, 
the next time you are developing an application.” A round of 
applause for the author for recognizing that performance 
must be kept in mind at every step of the Software Develop
ment Life Cycle (SDLC).

The book is divided into four parts. Part I covers the basics. 
It introduces the subject and covers key concepts. Part II in
troduces a methodology for identifying performance prob
lems and the tools that can be used to do so. Part II focuses on 
the query optimizer, and Part IV focuses on the performance 

features of the database engine.
This is not a book for beginners. For example, in Chapter 

2, the life cycle of a cursor is discussed in great depth without 
first explaining what a cursor is. Other terms such as implied 
cursors, parent cursors, and child cursors are also used with
out explanation. Nevertheless, it was a joy to read this book.

Chapter 1—Performance Problems 

The book opens with a discussion of response time and its 
components: service time and wait time. I could not have 
asked for a better start. Perhaps the most important clause 
in this chapter is “set a quantifiable target for the optimiza
tion”—it cannot be emphasized enough.

Chapter 2—Key Concepts

This chapter starts with simple topics such as selectivity 
and cardinality and then progresses into more advanced top
ics such as cursors, bindvariable peeking, and extended cur
sor sharing. A short introduction to the concept of a cursor 
would have been in order. The discussion on the life cycle of 
a cursor is an enthralling read.

Chapter 3—Identifying Performance Problems

Chapter 3 is the sole chapter in Part II of the book and co
incidentally is the longest chapter in the book. Here the focus 
is on describing a methodology that can be used to find out 
where and how time is spent. It is an excellent compendium of 
the various tools, tips, and suggestions available to a developer 
to identify problem SQL statements. There is a decent discus
sion of instrumentation and profiling. About ten pages are 
devoted to commercial products such as PerformaSure and 
Jprobe. Finally, there is a 40page discussion on sql_trace, 
tkprof, and the author’s own tool, TVD$XTAT (Trivadis Ex
tended Tracefile Analysis Tool). Personally, I would have liked 
to see discussion of nonSQL problems; for example, a server 
with an inadequately sized shared pool. 

Chapter 4—System and Object Statistics

This chapter kicks off Part III and is the secondlongest chap

Troubleshooting Oracle 
Performance

A Book Review by Raghav Vinjamuri

“Real development teams quite often forget about performance, until at least 
performance problems arise. At this point, it may be too late. Therefore, in the 
following sections, I’ll cover what you should not forget, from a performance 

point of view, the next time you are developing an application.”
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Real-World Experience

For Oracle database consulting and support, it 
makes sense to work with a company that has a 
proven track record. Since 1995 our clients have 
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P A R T N E R

ter in the book. The author states that there are two major 
causes of performance problems in an Oracle database: not 
designing applications for performance and poor configuration 
of the query optimizer. The chapter starts with an overview of 
dbms_stats and explains the differences between system statis
tics and object statistics. The discussion of “pending statis
tics”—an Oracle Database 11g feature—caught my attention.

Chapter 5—Configuring the Query Optimizer

The chapter identifies how to configure initialization param
eters that affect the query optimizer, including optimizer_mode, 
optimizer_features_enable, db_file_multiblock_read_count, 
optimizer_dynamic_sampling, optimizer_index_cost_adj, 
optimizer_index_caching, optimizer_secure_view_merging, 
workarea_size_policy, pga_aggregate_target, sort_area_size, 
sort_area_retained_size, hash_area_size, and bitmap_merge_
area_size.

Chapter 6—Execution Plans

This chapter discusses how to obtain and interpret execu
tion plans and how to recognize inefficient execution plans. 
Utilities and interfaces such as EXPLAIN PLAN, dynamic 
performance views, various tracing tools, and the dbms_xplan 
package are discussed. I liked the treatment of the dbms_
xplan.display; the dbms_xplan.display_cursor; and the dbms_
xplan.display_awr functions for returning execution plans 
stored in the plan_table, the library_cache, and the AWR.

Chapter 7—SQL Tuning Techniques

This chapter surveys SQL tuning techniques such as hints, 
SQL profiles, and stored outlines. I liked the discussion of the 
pitfalls and fallacies of each technique.

Chapter 8—Parsing 

This chapter kicks off Part IV with a detailed discussion of 
query parsing. It explains quick parses and long parses and 
what to do if you encounter excessive parsing. 

Chapter 9—Optimizing Data Access

This chapter explains how indexing and partitioning can 
be used to improve access to the data.

Chapter 10—Optimizing Joins

This chapter discusses the different join algorithms—
Nested Loop Joins, Merge Joins, and Hash Joins—and their 
applicability. This is a mostly theoretical chapter.

Chapter 11—Beyond Data Access and Join Optimization

This chapter discusses an assortment of topics such as 
materialized views, result caching, parallel processing, direct
path insert, and prefetching. As in Chapter 7, the author 
discusses the pitfalls and fallacies of each technique.

Chapter 12—Optimizing the Physical Design

This chapter discusses optimal column order, best prac
tices in datatype selection, row migration and row chaining, 
block contention, and data compression, among other physi
cal design issues. s

Raghav Vinjamuri has a strong background in Oracle SQL and 
PL/SQL development and tuning, performance tuning and 
scalability issues, Linux device drivers, Unix kernels, and shell 
programming. He is a certified trainer and an Oracle OCP-
certified DBA.
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   Naren Nagtode, Treasurer

Beginning Balance
January 1, 2009   $ 29,803.81

Revenue

Membership Dues  24,410.00
Meeting Fees 450.00 
Vendor Receipts  5,400.00
Advertising Fee –
Training Day –
Sponsorship –
Interest 5.12
Paypal balance –
Total Revenue   $ 30,265.12

Expenses

Regional Meeting 5,545.02
Journal 6,176.85
Membership 512.79
Administration 1,273.11
Website –
Board Meeting 492.95
Marketing 201.40
Insurance –
Vendors 73.10
Tax 914.23
Training Day –
Accounting –
Miscellaneous 209.95

Total Expenses $ 15,399.40

Ending Balance
March 31, 2009   $ 44,669.53

N oCOUG would like to acknowledge and thank our generous 
sponsors for their contributions. Without this sponsorship, it 
would not be possible to present regular events while offer-

ing low-cost memberships. If your company is able to offer sponsor-
ship at any level, please contact NoCOUG’s president, Hanan Hit, at 
hanan.hit@dbainfopower.com. s

Thank you! 
Year 2009 

Gold Vendors:
 BEZ Systems

 Confio Software

 Database Specialists, Inc.

 DBA InfoPower

 Embarcadero Technologies

 IT Convergence

 Network Appliance

 Precise Software Solutions

 Princeton Softech

 Quest Software

 Roundstone Systems

For information about our Gold 
Vendor Program, contact the 
NoCOUG vendor coordinator 
via email at: 
vendor_coordinator@nocoug.org.

Chevron

oraCle Corp.

Longterm event sponsorship:

T R E A S U R E R ’ S  R E P O R T$

S P O N S O R S H I P 
A P P R E C I AT I O N

Many Thanks to Our Sponsors
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Keynote

For Developers: Making Friends with the Oracle Database 
Cary Millsap, Method R Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9:30–10:30

To many application developers, a database is just a data 
store with an API that they call when they need to persist an 
object. It’s an abstraction that makes sense from one perspec
tive: in a world where you’re expected to write dozens of new 
features every day in Java, PHP, or C#, who has the time or the 
inclination to dive into what’s going on deep inside the Oracle 
Database? As a result of this abstraction, though, developers 
sometimes inflict unintended performance horrors upon 
their customers.

The good news is that you can avoid most of these horrors 
simply by understanding a bit more about what’s going on 
inside the Oracle kernel. The trick is knowing which details 
you need to study and which you can safely learn later. This 
presentation describes, from a developer’s perspective, the 
most important code paths inside the Oracle kernel that can 
make the difference between an application that breaks down 
under load and one that can scale to thousands of users.

Benefits
 Which Oracle kernel code paths are the most impor

tant for a developer to understand?
 How do these code paths work?
 How does understanding these code paths make you a 

better developer?
 How can a developer measure his own impact upon the 

load of a system?

Cary Millsap is the founder and president of Method R Corp-
oration (www.method-r.com), a company devoted to genuinely 
satisfying software performance. He is widely known in the Ora-
cle community as a speaker, educator, consultant, and writer. He 
is the author (with Jeff Holt) of Optimizing Oracle Performance, 
for which he and Jeff were named Oracle Magazine’s 2004 
Authors of the Year. He is also a contributor to Oracle Insights: 
Tales of the Oak Table. Cary is the former vice president of 
Oracle’s System Performance Group, and a co-founder of Hotsos. 
Cary is also an Oracle ACE Director and a founding partner of 
the Oak Table Net-work, an informal association of Oracle sci-
entists that are well known throughout the Oracle community.

auditorium

Thinking Clearly About Performance 
Cary Millsap, Method R Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . 11:00–12:00

Cary Millsap describes the fundamentals of performance 
in a session designed to put DBAs and developers alike onto 
the right path of thinking clearly about the speed of software 
and how to manage it.

The SAN Is Guilty Until Proven Otherwise—Part I 
Gaja Krishna Vaidyanatha, DBPerfMan LLC . . . . . . . 1:00–2:00

Oracle Performance Management has a reputation of being 
part science, part art, and mostly wizardry. A system plagued 
with the fundamental problem of poorly configured SAN is 
guaranteed to exacerbate any applicationlevel problems with 
inconsistent I/O service times. As a result, application response 
times dip to suboptimal levels. Diagnosing storage subsystem 
performance issues takes time, organization, discipline, and a 
methodical approach. The configuration and performance of 
the various layers of storage subsystem need to be understood 
and unraveled. This talk shares with you the core principles 
of performance management (including the methodology) 
utilized to determine, investigate, and implement meaningful 
solutions to realworld storage subsystem performance 
problems. This presentation will not only discuss the relevant 
concepts but will also provide case studies that go into the re
quired technical details.

The SAN Is Guilty Until Proven Otherwise—Part II 
Gaja Krishna Vaidyanatha, DBPerfMan LLC . . . . . . . 2:30–3:30

Oracle Application Express—Developing 
Secure Applications 
Scott Spadafore, Oracle Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4:00–5:00

Oracle Application Express offers several builtin features 
that promote application security. We will explore how Oracle 
Application Express developers can build applications hard
ened against common security threats, including crosssite 
scripting and SQL injection. In addition we will demonstrate 
the use of the Session State Protection feature, which focuses 
on preventing adventurous or malicious users from tamper
ing with URLs and manipulating other program inputs in 
ways that cause an application to behave contrary to the de
veloper’s intention. Finally, we’ll look at some new security 
features having to do with session expiration, encrypted ses
sion state, and password security.

tassajara

Oracle Database Vault: Application Data Security 
and Regulatory Compliance 
Kamal Tbeileh, Oracle Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11:00–12:00

Applications represent the weakest security link in most 
organizations and hence the most targeted by hackers and 
auditors alike. Oracle Database Vault is a realtime security 
policy engine inside the Oracle Database that protects sensi
tive application data at the source. With Database Vault, all 
users—including privileged users—are prevented from unau
thorized application data access or bypassing application se

NoCOUG Spring Conference
Session Descriptions

For the most up-to-date information, please visit www.nocoug.org.

(continued on page 26)
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©2007 Quest Software, Inc. All rights reserved. Quest and Quest Software are trademarks or 
registered trademarks of Quest Software. All other brand or product names are trademarks 

or registered trademarks of their respective holders. www.quest.com/NoCOUG.

Can Toad® Turn Your Team Into Experts?
Sit back and relax. You have Toad’s development 

best practices on your side.
You could spend your day tracking down bad code.  

Or you can take control with Toad® for Oracle.  

Promote development best practices in your organization. 

Read “Implementing Database Development Best Practices” at 

www.quest.com/relax

Develop Ensure the highest quality code is developed 
regardless of user skill set or location

Optimize

Validate

Maximize code performance and eliminate time-
intensive manual tuning processes

Performance test your code for scalability 
before deploying to production

cs11655 Toad Relax Quarter Page21   1 7/13/07   3:21:44 PM

Announcing

Embarcadero® EA/StudioTM

Join your processes and data   
with EA/Studio.

• Conceptual modeling

• Real-world process modeling

• Speak the same language as business 
users

Visit www.embarcadero.com/eastudio
to download a free trial.

settle for everything with netapp.

Find out why we’re trusted by the world’s
greatest companies that run Oracle. 

Visit netapp.com/bizapps

© 2007 Network Appliance, Inc. All rights reserved. Specifications subject to change without notice. NetApp and the Network Appliance logo are registered 
trademarks and Network Appliance is a trademark of Network Appliance, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries. All other brands or products are trademarks or 
registered trademarks of their respective holders and should be treated as such.

oraclemag_1/4_0409.indd   1 4/9/07   5:42:00 PM
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curity policies. Database Vault requires no changes to existing 
applications and comes with extensible predefined policies 
for PeopleSoft, EBusiness Suite, Siebel CRM, and other ap
plications. Learn how you can increase the ROI on your Ora
cle database by using Database Vault to enforce separation of 
duties, least privilege, and other preventive database controls 
for increased data privacy and regulatory compliance.

Troubleshooting Streams 
Chen Shapira, Hewlett-Packard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1:00–2:00

Streams are Oracle’s preferred method of data replication. 
Streams are flexible, powerful, and easy to set up. However, 
like any powerful technology, streams require careful design, 
correct configuration, and specialized knowledge for mainte
nance, monitoring, and troubleshooting. In this session, 
Oracle Ace Chen Shapira will demonstrate her approach to 
successful streams implementations from design and configu
ration to tuning and troubleshooting.

End-to-End Metrics for Troubleshooting and Monitoring 
Dave Abercrombie, Convio, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2:30–3:30

Oracle provides an API to tag a session with descriptive 
strings from your application. These tags are exposed in 
V$SESSION, which provides a realtime window into session 
activity or status. In addition, these sessionlevel tags get cop
ied into Oracle’s diagnostics such as ASH and AWR, where 
they provide essential context for troubleshooting. These tags 
can also be used to trigger tracing events. This API is available 
in PL/SQL (dbms_application_info), JDBC (EndtoEnd 
Metrics), and OCI.

This session provides practical advice, based on years of 
realworld usage, to help you get the most out of this API. For 
example, effective use of this API requires several compro
mises and balancing decisions:

 The tags should be at an appropriate level of detail: not 
as low as individual SQL statements (which are already 
known by SQL_ID) and not so high that necessary de
tail is lost.

 The tags must be rather short (32, 48, or 64 characters), 
so brevity is important.

 Not all tags get swept up into all diagnostic tables, so it 
is nontrivial to decide which ones to use.

Use of this API can help improve communication between 
developers and DBAs. Overhead costs of this API will also be 
presented. 

Oracle Database 10gR2: An Enlightened Revisit 
(before we give up and move to 11g !) 
John Kanagaraj, DB Soft, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4:00–5:00

There is usually a significant gap between the “new fea
tures” books and articles that accompany the first release of a 
new database version and the consolidation and extension 
that occurs in release 2 of that same product. This is true in 
the case of Oracle Database 10g Release 2, and information on 
new and useful (but underutilized) features reaches the user 
community in bits and pieces. As a result, we tend to utilize 
information purely from the first revelation and lose out on 

both the new features from the more stable release 2 as well as 
features overlooked in the first release.

In this presentation, we will try to consolidate most of this 
information, specifically that related to performance moni
toring and tuning in Oracle Database 10g Release 2 as well as 
the underutilized features of Release 1. We will also point to 
resources, including documentation that will help us maxi
mize our investment in Oracle Database 10gR2 before we give 
up and move on to Oracle Database 11gR1.

Diablo

The Fusion Development Framework— 
An Oracle ADF 11g Overview 
Shaun O’Brien, Oracle Corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . 11:00–12:00

This session provides an overview of the new Oracle Ap
plication Development Framework (Oracle ADF) 11g release. 
A framework that simplifies the development of Javabased 
applications with builtin solutions to simplify the creation of 
both business services and user interfaces, Oracle ADF, with 
Oracle JDeveloper, provides a visual and declarative develop
ment approach that provides unparalleled productivity for 
building enterprise applications. Oracle ADF is the frame
work at the base of Oracle’s upcoming Fusion Applications 
and has been used by multiple organizations to increase their 
development productivity.

Passwords in Oracle 
Slavik Markovich, Sentrigo, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1:00–2:00

One of the first attack vectors a hacker will try is attacking 
the password. Passwords in Oracle are stored in tables, mem
ory, application servers, OS, and client machines. In this pre
sentation we will show different ways in which an attacker will 
try to obtain and abuse passwords, talk about different pass
wordstoring algorithms, and demonstrate some free tools. 
We will also discuss best practices around password selection 
and testing.

A Hitchhiker’s View of the Oracle Underground 
Raghav Vinjamuri, UCSC Extension . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2:30–3:30

There is a vast underground of powerful tools and tech
niques for proactive Oracle maintenance. We will discuss 
selected tools and techniques for sustaining operations, in
cluding configuration management techniques and orade
bug.

DBA’s Guide to Physical Data Guard—Part II 
Ahbaid Gaffoor, Amazon.com  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4:00–5:00

Let’s quickly recap the first session and resume where we 
left off. In this session we will cover setup and configuration 
of the Data Guard availability modes, and we will also look 
at configuration of the Data Guard broker and faststart fail
over. s

Usually, it’s harder to pinpoint. 
Amazing what you can accomplish once you have 
the information you need.
When the source of a database-driven application slowdown isn’t immediately 
obvious, try a tool that can get you up to speed. One that pinpoints database 
bottlenecks and calculates application wait time at each step. Confio lets you 
unravel slowdowns at the database level with no installed agents. And solving 
problems where they exist costs a tenth of working around it by adding new 
server CPU’s. Now that’s a vision that can take you places. 

A smarter solution makes everyone look brilliant.

Sometimes the 
problem is obvious.

Download our FREE whitepaper by visiting www.oraclewhitepapers.com/listc/confio
Download your FREE trial of Confio Ignite™ at www.confio.com/obvious
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8:00 a.m.–9:00 Registration and Continental Breakfast—Refreshments served
9:00–9:30 Welcome: Hanan Hit, NoCOUG president
9:30–10:30 Keynote: For Developers: Making Friends with the Oracle Database— 

Cary Millsap, Method R Corporation
10:30–11:00 Break
11:00–12:00 Parallel Sessions #1
 Auditorium: Thinking Clearly About Performance—Cary Millsap, Method R Corporation
 Tassajara: Oracle Database Vault: Application Data Security and Regulatory Compliance—Kamal Tbeileh, 

Oracle Corporation
 Diablo: The Fusion Development Framework—An Oracle ADF 11g Overview 

—Shaun O’Brien, Oracle Corporation 
12:00–1:00 p.m. Lunch
1:00–2:00 Parallel Sessions #2
 Auditorium: The SAN Is Guilty Until Proven Otherwise—Part I—Gaja Krishna Vaidyanatha, DBPerfMan LLC
 Tassajara: Troubleshooting Streams—Chen Shapira, HewlettPackard
 Diablo: Passwords in Oracle—Slavik Markovich, Sentrigo, Inc.
2:00–2:30 Break and Refreshments
2:30–3:30 Parallel Sessions #3
 Auditorium: The SAN Is Guilty Until Proven Otherwise—Part II—Gaja Krishna Vaidyanatha, DBPerfMan LLC
 Tassajara: End-to-End Metrics for Troubleshooting and Monitoring—Dave Abercrombie, Convio, Inc.
 Diablo: A Hitchhiker’s View of the Oracle Underground—Raghav Vinjamuri, UCSC Extension
3:30–4:00 Raffle
4:00–5:00 Parallel Sessions #4
 Auditorium: Oracle Application Express-Developing Secure Applications—Scott Spadafore, Oracle 

Corporation
 Tassajara: Oracle Database 10gR2: An Enlightened Revisit (before we give up and move to 11g!)—John 

Kanagaraj, DB Soft, Inc.
 Diablo: DBA’s Guide to Physical Data Guard—Part II—Ahbaid Gaffoor, Amazon.com 
5:00– NoCOUG Networking and No-Host Happy Hour at Faz Restaurant, 5121 Hopyard Road, Pleasanton

Session descriptions
appear on page 24.

NoCOUG Spring Conference Schedule
May 21, 2009, at CarrAmerica Conference Center, Pleasanton, CA

Please visit www.nocoug.org for updates and directions, and to submit your RSVP. 
Cost: $50 admission fee for nonmembers. Members free. Includes lunch voucher.
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